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The NPKUA Patient Survey demonstrates that strict dietary
therapy and treatment by medical foods to treat PKU is
challenging to patients and many cannot maintain their
phenylalanine levels within the recommended clinical
range. This survey underlines the importance of
developing new and simpler therapies to treat PKU.

Summary

- R. Rodney Howell, MD, FAAP, FACMG Professor of Pediatrics,
Chairman Emeritus Miller School of Medicine, University of Miami

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is a rare metabolic disorder characterized by impairment in the conversion
of ingested phenylalanine (Phe) to tyrosine. If left untreated, the resultant accumulation of excess
blood Phe can cause severe physiological, neurological, and intellectual disabilities. The National
PKU Alliance (NPKUA) is a patient advocacy nonprofit organization working to improve the lives
of individuals with PKU and pursue a cure. The organization serves as a voice for the patient
community. In the last decade, mounting evidence has shown that current dietary treatment for
PKU is challenging and that blood Phe levels are difficult to maintain within the recommended
lifetime range. Therefore, the NPKUA initiated a 2015 survey of the PKU patient community to
assess their current health status and desire for new treatments for PKU.
Of the 625 survey respondents, less than half were successfully managing blood Phe within (120360 μmol/L) the range recommended by the American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics (ACMG). One-quarter of children and almost two-thirds of adults reported average
blood Phe levels in excess of the recommended range despite that fact that the vast majority of
respondents visited a metabolic clinic within the past year and most had tested their blood phe
level in the last month. Over half of respondents reported having difficulty in managing PKU.
People with PKU desire new treatments that would allow them to increase their intake of natural
protein, discontinue or greatly reduce their intake of medical foods, improve their mental health
(including depression and anxiety), and reduce blood Phe concentrations. Respondents preferred
oral administration of any newly developed therapies and, in general, disliked therapeutic
injections in a medical facility. Almost all (91%) patients stated that the development of new
treatments was important. Payers, government agencies, clinicians, and industry partners should
consider patient needs when developing and approving new therapies and treatments for PKU.

Introduction
The National PKU Alliance (NPKUA) is a

of medical foods and invests in targeted and

patient advocacy nonprofit organization

peer reviewed research for the development

dedicated to improving the lives of individu-

of new therapies and a future cure for PKU.

als with phenylketonuria (PKU) and to assist
in the development of a cure. Formed in
2008 by 17 state and regional support
groups across the country, the NPKUA
focuses on critical and unmet needs of the
PKU patient community. Patient advocacy

organizations (like NPKUA) are important
because they disseminate reliable information about new treatments to patients
and their families1. The NPKUA provides
information and support to adults and
families, advocates for the reimbursement
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The NPKUA conducted a 2015 survey of
PKU adults and families in the United States
to better understand the current and future
needs of the PKU community. The goal of
the 2015 survey is to help inform the
NPKUA’s research priorities, provide
feedback from patients to medical providers,
payers, and other stakeholders, and to
serve as a resource to industry to ensure
the patient perspective is central to the
development of new therapies.
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PKU Overview
PKU is a rare, inherited, metabolic disorder
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characterized by the inability of the body to

Phe levels, and improves Phe tolerance in

utilize phenylalanine (Phe) – an essential

approximately 25-50% of patients with PKU2,6.

amino acid found in most protein. PKU is
caused by a deficiency in the phenylalanine
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system and can cause severe neurological

stated that the clinical treatment goal for

complications and intellectual disabilities 2.

patients with PKU should be to maintain
blood Phe within the range of (120-360

Newborn screening for PKU was instituted in
the 1960s in an attempt to prevent the most

μmol/L) for patients of all ages and that
treatment should be lifelong1.

serious consequences of the disease 2,3.
Dietary treatment, large neutral amino acids

Some subjects with PKU, even those

(LNAA), and the avoidance of high protein

early- and well-treated subjects, can exhibit

foods successfully lowers blood Phe in most

subtle neurocognitive deficits 2. Anxiety,

patients4. Dietary treatment includes the use

depression, and executive functioning

of medical foods – both medical formula and

symptoms can occur even in those subjects

foods modified to be low in protein.

who have well-controlled blood Phe 2.

Pharmaceutical treatments include the use

Therefore, part of the mission on the NPKUA

of Kuvan® (a synthetically-prepared salt of

is to find a cure. New therapies are needed

tetrahydrobiopterin which is a co-factor for

to improve the quality of life of subjects with

the PAH enzyme)5. Studies have shown
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Survey Methods and Objectives
The NPKUA conducted a self-selected, non-

recommended by the ACMG (120-360 μmol/

randomized patient survey during May-June

L).

2015 that focused on current therapy status,
treatment preferences, and risk tolerance for

There was a difference in Phe control by

new treatments. A link to an online survey

age. Figure 1 shows that, for subjects with

was distributed to NPKUA members and

PKU ≤ 18 years, a minority (25.5%) had

families via email, posted on the PKU

blood Phe above 360 μmol/L (the ACMG

listserv, posted on the NPKUA’s Facebook

recommended clinical upper limit) and the

page, and sent out via email to addresses

majority (67.8%) had blood Phe within the

collected through the PKU.com website. A

120-360 μmol/L recommended clinical

total of 625 subjects responded to the sur-

range.

vey that included patients with PKU
(N=220), parents of children with PKU
(N=362), other caregivers (N=39), and
others (N=4). If more than one child had
PKU in a household, parents and caregivers
were asked to respond to the survey using

their experience of the oldest child with
PKU. Respondents were almost evenly
divided between adults and children with
PKU. When asked about the age of the
person with PKU, 332/622 (53%) stated that
they (or their child/patient) were ≤ 18 (53%)
whereas 290/622 (47%) of the respondents
said they (or their child/patient) were > 18
years of age.
In the NPKUA survey data, nearly 61.8%
(383/620) of those surveyed said that they
had their blood drawn to monitor blood Phe
concentrations in the last month but less
than half of those surveyed (46.7%;
288/617) had average blood Phe
concentrations that were within the range

Figure 1: Percentage of Blood Phe Values Within the Range of
< 120, 120-360, and > 360 μmol/L for Subjects with PKU ≤ 18
years (N=329).

Current PKU Clinical Status
Figure 2 shows the blood Phe data for

Figure 2: Percentage of Blood Phe Values Within the
Range of < 120, 120-360, and > 360 μmol/L for Subjects

subjects with PKU > 18 years – where

with PKU > 18 years (N=286).

almost two-thirds (61.5%) had blood Phe
that exceeds the ACMG clinical recommendation and a minority (22.7%) had blood
Phe within the recommended range.
Therefore, the data shows that younger
subjects are more successful in keeping

their blood Phe concentrations within range
compared with older subjects. These results
are similar to reports in the medical
literature that younger subjects with PKU
have better control compared to older subjects and that successfully managing blood
Phe is more challenging as patients age10.

Survey results showed a significant
difference in Phe control by age. Nearly
68% of pediatric patients reported Phe
levels in the recommended range while
only close to 23% of adult patients did.

Current PKU Therapy
Overall, 70% of respondents reported

and 6% stated they are currently not treating

consumption of medical foods (medical

PKU with any of the above therapies.

formula), 54% consumed modified low-protein

Pediatric patients reported consuming

foods, 76% consumed foods that are

medical foods at a significantly higher rate
11

naturally low in protein, 40% used Kuvan® ,

than adult patients. While medical foods

3% took large neutral amino acids (LNAA),

treatment is associated with age, the use
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of Kuvan® was not found to be associated

Subjects on Kuvan® had lower blood Phe

with age.

(p < .0001) and stated that their PKU was
easier to manage (p <. 0001) when com-

The majority of respondents (86%) visited a

pared to subjects using other treatments.

metabolic clinic that focuses on PKU
patients within the past year. Only 8% of
respondents reported that it had been more
than two years since their last clinic visit.

Figure 3. Percentage of Respondents Reporting that
Managing PKU Treatment was: Easy, Neutral, or
Difficult (N=615).

These high rates of clinical care lead the
NPKUA to believe that respondents overwhelmingly know what is needed to manage
their PKU and have the access needed for
optimal care in a clinic setting. In fact, 68%
of respondents said that they had followed
their PKU treatment plan for all or most of
their life. However, challenges to adhering
to dietary therapy were also evident.
Figure 3 shows that about a third (35.5%)
respondents reported that managing their
PKU was somewhat to very easy, while
(52%) reported that it was somewhat to very
difficult to manage their PKU. Similarly, 65%
reported that PKU somewhat restricted (or
very restricted) their lifestyle. More adults
reported struggling with their current treatment plan than children. When blood Phe
was considered, 36% of those with Phe
levels within the recommended clinical
range said managing PKU was difficult
whereas this number increased to 70% for
those with high blood Phe.
As stated previously, 40% of subjects

Respondents overwhelmingly know
what is needed to manage their PKU
and have the access needed for
optimal care in a clinic setting.
However, challenges to adhering to
dietary therapy were also evident.

reported that they were on Kuvan® therapy.
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Future Therapy and Treatments
When asked about the importance of new

treatments for PKU. The importance of new

treatments, 474 subjects responded (i.e.,

treatments was not affected by blood Phe

149 subjects (31.4%) declined to respond).

concentration or by Kuvan® use. Most

Figure 4 shows that an overwhelming

(93%) of those with blood Phe within the

majority (91.4%) of the 474 respondents

recommended range, and 90% with higher

stated that it was somewhat important,

blood Phe, agreed that the development of

important, or very important to develop new

new treatments was important.

Figure 4. Percentage of Respondents Reporting on the Importance of the Development of New Treatments for PKU (N=474).

An overwhelming majority of
respondents stated that it
was somewhat important,
important or very important
to develop new treatments
for PKU.

Patient Input on Future Treatments
Respondents were asked to select a

treatments would be available in the future.

statement that best reflected their feeling

About a third (35%) stated that they struggle

about their current PKU treatment plan and

with the current treatment plan or have no

their hopes for the future. Over half (57%)

current treatment plan but also hope for new

responded that they were happy with their

treatments.

current treatment plan but hoped that new

Table 1. Ranked Responses for Symptoms or Results were Most Desired when Considering New Treatments.
Preferences

Response Percent

Response Count

Drop in blood phe concentrations

87.5%

405

Attention span and ability to focus

65.7%

304

Executive function skills, such as the ability to plan, organize and prioritize

61.6%

285

Depression, anxiety and/or ups and downs in overall mood

55.1%

255

Processing speed - the ability to start and complete tasks

52.1%

241

Increase in energy

51.0%

236

Memory

49.5%

229

Lifting of "the fog"

43.0%

199

Bone loss

30.0%

139

Tremors

19.2%

89

Other damage such as muscle weakness, gait disorders, etc.

18.8%

87

Table 1 shows the survey results when

important clinical goals. However, subjects

respondents were asked which symptoms

with higher blood Phe put more importance

of PKU that they would like to improve as a

than those with controlled blood Phe on

benefit of new treatments. A total of 463

three aspects: energy (60% to 36%),

subjects responded and reported that blood

depression (55% to 46%), and processing

Phe reduction, improved executive function,

speed (55% to 46%).

and improved attention span were important
benefits of new treatments. When
respondents were asked to force rank the
top three symptoms for improvement, the
most important were: drop in blood Phe
concentrations, improvement in depression,
anxiety, and overall mood, and executive
function skills, such as the ability to plan,

The current standard of treatment
for PKU is challenging for many
families and gets harder and more
difficult as patients age. As a
medical community we need to do
better for these patients.

organize, and prioritize.
When blood Phe concentration was considered, there was no difference in the responses between those who had blood Phe
within the recommended range and those
with higher blood Phe. Both groups ranked:
(1) drop in blood Phe, (2) executive function
skills, and (3) attention span as their most

- Cary Harding, MD, FACMG, Associate
Professor, Departments of Molecular and
Medical Genetics and Pediatrics, Oregon
Health and Science University

Table 2. Ranked Responses when Asked which Lifestyle Improvements were Most Desired.
Preferences

Response Percent

Response Count

77.7%

365

76.0%

357

57.7%

271

47.2%

222

45.7%

215

34.5%

162

28.9%

136

I would like to be able to increase my protein intake without increasing my symptoms
of PKU.
I would like to be able to eat any foods I choose regardless of their protein content.
I would like to be able to consume less of my medical foods (formula and low protein
foods).
I would like to discontinue the use of my medical foods (formula and low protein
foods).
I would like to have better mental health.
I would like to improve my social relationships.
I would like to decrease the frequency of blood tests.

Table 2 shows respondent preferences

(77.7%) desire a treatment that allows for an

regarding which lifestyle improvements were

increase in (natural) dietary protein without

considered most desirable in the context of

an increase in symptoms.

future treatments – and over three-fourths

Benefit/Risks of New Treatments
Respondents were asked to describe their

Injections at home were preferred over

interest in therapeutic administration of new

injections at a medical facility – and half

therapies using a 7-point Likert scale (from ‘not

(50.1%) stated no interest in daily injections

at all interested’ to ‘extremely interested’). Table

at a medical facility.

3 shows that respondents prefer oral ingestion
for new therapies and dislike injections.
Table 3. Ranked Responses when Asked their Degree of Interest in the Mode of Administration of New Therapies.
Methods of Therapeutic Administration

No Interest (%)

Neutral (%)

Weekly consumption of a probiotic

1.7

7.2

Some or Strong
Interest (%)
91.1

Daily oral pill(s)

3.9

7.6

88.5

Daily consumption of a probiotic

2.8

9.5

87.7

Monthly injection at home

9.3

4.8

85.9

Inserting a gene into your cells at a medical facility to correct PKU

7.3

7.1

85.7

Infusion of stem cells over several days at a medical facility to
correct PKU
Weekly injection at home

8.1

9.2

82.7

14.0

5.7

80.3

Monthly injection at a medical facility

16.0

7.0

76.9

Daily injection at home

21.7

8.1

70.2

Weekly injection at a medical facility

37.7

7.8

54.5

Daily injection at a medical facility

50.1

8.0

41.9

Table 4 shows the results of another 7-point

injection site pain (81%) or mild skin irrita-

Likert Scale (from ‘strongly unwilling to

tion (79%). However, internal bleeding and

tolerate’ to ‘strongly willing to tolerate’),

severe allergic reactions were generally

respondents reported that they were most

considered intolerable side effects.

willing to tolerate at least some temporary
Table 4. Ranked Responses when Asked Tolerance for Side Effects from a New Therapy or Treatment.
Possible Treatment Side Effect

Some Intolerance (%)

Neutral (%)

Some Tolerance

Temporary injection site pain

11.9

7.1

81.0

Mild skin irritation (slight redness)

13.4

7.6

79.0

Temporary allergic reaction at injection site

24.7

10.8

64.5

Moderate skin irritations (redness with swelling/
itching)
Mild headache

24.8

11.4

63.7

29.9

13.4

56.6

Mild upset stomach

34.8

14.3

51.0

Mild nausea

43.3

14.4

42.2

Moderate headache

47.1

13.7

39.3

Mild joint pain

50.5

11.1

38.3

Moderate upset stomach

51.5

12.8

35.7

Mild chills/shaking chills

52.2

12.7

35.2

Moderate nausea

56.7

12.3

31.1

Moderate chills/shaking chills

60.2

11.4

28.4

Moderate joint pain

64.0

9.1

26.9

Severe allergic reaction that requires medical
attention
Risk of internal bleeding

88.7

5.0

6.3

92.2

3.3

4.6

Conclusion
The 2015 NPKUA data shows that many subjects with PKU have problems
maintaining their blood Phe within the recommended clinical range and that blood
Phe control worsens with age. In addition, many subjects with PKU have difficulty
managing their disorder and 91% of patients say new treatments are important with
tolerable side effects. Patients want to increase their intake of natural protein,
reduce their intake of medical foods and improve their mental health. Payers,
government agencies, clinicians, and industry partners should consider patient
needs when developing and approving new therapies and treatments for PKU.
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